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Regional defoliation
Aerial survey of defoliation performed annually

Aerial survey of defoliated areas in 

the north shore of Quebec in 2015. 

Source: MFFP
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Regional defoliation (2010)
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Regional defoliation (2011)



Regional defoliation (2012)
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Regional defoliation (2013)
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Regional defoliation (2014)
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Regional defoliation (2015)
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Regional defoliation (2016)
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Regional defoliation (2017)
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Regional defoliation (2006-2017)
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Regional defoliation (1972-1992)
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Tree level defoliation : UAV survey
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Tree level defoliation : Field survey
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4 defoliation classes:

1: < 30% of defoliation; The tree is ok

2: 30-75% of defoliation; The tree is defoliated, 

but should survive if defoliation stops

3: >75% of defoliation; Mortality is expected

4: 100% of defoliation; The tree is dead or 

about to die

Tree level defoliation : Field survey
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Apparent quality of logs
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Perfect:

- No wood decay

- Little or no coloration  

Slight defects:

- < 25% of wood decay

- Presence of wood coloration

Heavy defects:

- ≥ 25% of wood decay

- Total wood coloration
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Apparent quality of logs



Apparent quality of logs (spruces)
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Quality of products
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Quality of products
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CMS (Chip Management System)

Measures four metrics on wood chips:

- Humidity

- Luminance

- Abundance of dark fiber 

- Wood density
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n = 829



The next step: Optimal route ?
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Thank you, and thanks to our partners



1.What is the focus of your research and why is it important for climate, bioeconomy or people?

The North shore region of Quebec, as well as other regions, is heavily dependent on forest industries. 

To stay competitive, the forest companies need to deliver high quality products to their clients. The 

forest sector must route the wood fiber to its optimal sector.

2. Did your research identify key challenges (threats or risks) to maintain the critical values of boreal 

and mountain ecosystems?

The spruce budworm is a native insect to eastern North America. Since at least the last 400 years, 

spruce budworm outbreak occurred every 35 years or so. The forest industry needs to adapt its 

practices to the reality of recurring insect outbreaks.

3. What would be your suggestion to address these challenges?

Understand the insect outbreak dynamic. Understand the impact of these outbreaks on the tree 

physiology and wood quality. Develop economic sectors that complement each other by using 

different wood fiber of different origin and quality.


